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ISHWAR CENTER <ishwarcenter@gmail.com>
To: "DR. RAKESH KUMAR" <ishwarcenter@gmail.com>

Dear friends,

Planet Earth is about to experience many major changes within the next couple of months.
Sometime between Middle of July to 17th August and beyond, these events are to be expected.

The Planets:

There will be a full Moon on July 12th. Jupiter already in Cancer will be joined by Sun on the
16th July, Mars will join Saturn in Libra on 14th July, Rahu and Ketu will also leave Libra and
Aries and enter Virgo and Pisces respectively on the same day, and then on July 26th, the
Moon enters Cancer, when a full Moon will occur.

Mercury too, will move into Cancer on July 29th as Venus follows on August 7th. The planets will
be at war with each other as Sun, Moon, Mercury Venus and Jupiter all occupy Cancer, as
Saturn and Mars battle it out in Libra. The full Moon on August 10th will have great impact on
Earth. 3 days before and after the effect will be maximum.

The impact:

w

w

These planetary aspects will create a great cosmic energy that may bring floods, earthquakes,
Tornadoes, landslides and accidents. Thunder and lightning will tear the skies and oceans and
rivers will overflow restlessly as the tempests engulf the Earth. These strong energies may
create war on Earth and there could be a lot of destruction. These planetary positions indicate
the end of the age as the great battle between the good and evil forces ensnare the Earth. Both
the Earth and the Sky will tremble due to blunders of man and fury of nature. Many places in the
world will get affected during this time. The countdown begins Mid July onward and the month of
August will be the judgment time. Never would have planet Earth see so many storms!

The dangerous shift:

The magnetic field around Earth is going to change and there will be a shift of the Earth’s axis.
There will be climatic changes and the seas and oceans will churn, as volcanoes erupt. All
these will happen due to so much of negative energy on Earth. Most places around water will
get affected. South China Sea, Sea of Japan, Philippine Sea, the Bay of Bengal, the Indian
Ocean, the west Pacific Ocean, Gulf of Mexico and such places will all be susceptible to the
storms and floods. Southwest and Southeast coasts of America, Europe, India, Pakistan and
neighboring countries may get affected too. The situation may become dangerous.
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Unless God changes things and decides to avert this huge crisis on mankind.

The world situation:

President Barack Obama will have to face huge challenges during this time. Not only will he
face challenges due to nature but also face war. Threat will be from the mid-east and east
countries. Japan, China, Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia, Korea- all these countries may get
entangled. Maybe not all at once, but in different ways. War crisis will prevail over Iraq, Syria
and nearby. Russia may also get aggressive. The Queen of England will get emancipated and
may have to leave her throne. The Indian Prime minister will also face new challenges as the
country gets affected in this time. He will have to implement new resolutions to fix things. He will
make many foreign connections and trips and become very powerful. He may have to make
some very strong decisions and prepare to defend the country against aggression from the
Northeast side (China?)

There will be serious transportation problems and communication systems will break. The
country’s border will be infiltrated and there could be serious security issues. Terror, war,
attacks of nature will affect all. This is also going to the transition time for many souls. Some
people of big status will perish during this time. Scams will be discovered and political leaders
will be put to shame. The capital city will be hit the most. Both D.C. and Delhi will be under
pressure. I can foresee the Navy at some places highly active in these months. All waters will be
troubled.

w

These situations may not just end in August but may continue for the next few months. Then
from November 3rd onwards, things will settle down. But these coming months are
transformations upon mankind. This time also will compel God Himself to come and save the
Earth and humanity. This may happen in July/August or in November 2014.

w

The Divine intervention:
Amidst the storms and calamity, as people pray most devotedly to God, the sky will part and a
huge thunder will be heard all over, and then a golden light shall descend upon Earth. That
Golden light shall transform into a golden-orange color and that light will transforms into the
human form of God. His aura will be brilliant and His power will command the planets and
nature and His divine Will shall control the Earth.

Whether you call it the 2nd coming of Christ or the father who sent Him, or the Mahdi, the Allah
or the incarnation of Lord Krishna or any divine form that man has ever worshipped, He the God
will come to unite mankind and all religions and eradicate evil from the world and reinstate
righteousness, truth and peace on Earth.
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He, who is truth Himself, shall have the name of truth and everyone will then believe in Him as
the God omnipresent. He will have a three part name and He will come to Earth 3 times in the
Iron Age called Kali Yuga. He is the master and controller of all three times, the past, present
and the future. He will come again, to bring peace and harmony on Earth and even the nonbelievers will believe in Him. He will command the world by His divinity and He will appear in
many parts of the world and give His blessings and instructions to His devotees. He will walk
the sky and appear at multiple places at the same time.

Some will see Him on the Moon; many will see Him in the skies. Others will see Him in visions
and dreams as the divine mission of God begins. Sometimes only few will see Him while
others see nothing. He will come to end the Dark Age and flag the golden age. His mission will
progress rapidly all over the world until the year 2022. He will unite all races and religions and
bring peace and harmony in the world. God will then de-materialize the earthly body. This will be
His 2nd coming. His 3rd and final coming will happen soon few years later, when as a young boy
He will declare to the world, of His divine reincarnation.

Amidst wars of nature and man, and wars of religious fanatics, India will be the harbinger of
peace and unity and tolerance of all religions and faith. The leaders will follow the divine
command and will follow righteous humanitarian and spiritual principles. God will send His
messengers all over to promote peace, righteousness and harmony. The battle will be tough,
but eventually the Will of God shall prevail.

w

In the meantime, individually, I would advise people not to travel or make major decisions
during this period. We should all pray for humanity and to God to help the world overcome this
most difficult time to come. As I said earlier, only God can avert such crisis that is to come upon
mankind. All we need is to pray sincerely.

w

Predictions for Individuals:
As per the Moon signs, those born under:

Aries should try to maintain peace and harmony between their spouses and home front. They
should be careful while driving and take care of their health and family.

Taurus Moon signs should not get into litigations or confrontations with neighbors or siblings.
They may be in for travels or relocation.

Gemini signs should be diligent in their work area and should pay attention to their personal
lives. Save money as the times may be difficult.
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Cancer Moon signs will have this cluster of planets in their own signs and will go through some
real transformations. For some this time would be very positive and for some it could be a
disturbing and yet decision making time. They may not agree with parents or partners as they
would get their own understanding of their lives.

Leo signs may have to travel or may get stranded in their travels somewhere. But overall they
will not get affected badly.

Virgo Moon signs will have some shifts and changes in many areas of their lives, including
residence, career and children. They should be cautious in these moves as they are in the last
leg of the seven and a half year cycle of Saturn.

Libra Moon signs are going through the peak of seven and a half year cycle of Saturn and they
are likely to be stressed out in health, personal relationships and career or business. They will
get some relief after July 12th this year. They will see some significant changes coming in their
careers soon and will be busy. They will also get involved in spiritual pursuits.

w

Scorpio Moon signs are in the first 2 ½ year cycle of Saturn. But they will experience some
very good happenings in their lives. Fortune will favor them and they benefit from overseas
connections and also from visiting holy places.

w

Sagittarius Signs should be careful of accidents and illnesses during this time. Things will start
improving and opening for them after middle or 3rd week of August.

Capricorn Moons may experience a strong impact in their personal lives. Friendships,
relationships, work, businesses will all be risky during this time. Their better times will come
after middle of September.

Aquarius Moons should also take care of their health, family and be cautious when driving or
traveling. They should avoid any adventure during this time.

Pisces Moon signs are going to be fine barring the Saturn aspect which may delay things in
their daily lives. But they will be blessed in many ways.
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These are basic predictions on basis of Moon signs. But the planets placed in the birth
horoscope of every individual have different effects and much more can be revealed by
studying the birth chart.

Preparatory actions:

·

Pray to God to save our world from disaster.

·

Resist from all provocations that may lead to war.

·

Border security should be doubled and put on red alert.

·

Try to resolve problems by peaceful talks.

·

Unity of the country. Unity of all faiths and races.

·

Evacuate areas where a warning is issued for storms and Tsunamis.

·

Help everyone and anyone you can. Help ever, hurt never.

·

Serve all those distressed and in trouble. Service to man is service to God.

Pray for the entire humanity.

(Let the entire world be happy)

Samastha Loka Shaantha Bhavanthu

(Let the entire world be Peaceful)

Samastha Loke Swastha Bhavanthu.

(Let the entire world be healthy)

w

w

Samastha Loka Sukhinu Bhavanthu

Om, Shaanthi, Shaanthi, Shaanthi.

Dr. Rakesh Kumar
Chairman
Ishwar Center

w

w
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